A comparison is made of Hartree-Fock, independent-particle (HF) and collective, molecule-like rotor-vibrator (RV) models for atoms with twovalenceelectrons. The two models are constructed from the same pseudopotential 
Introduction
Many methods of modeling atoms use an independent-particle approach as a first approximation. In the independent-particle model, the electrons are assumed to maintain their individual angular momenta and energies, independent of all the other electrons in the atom. A traditional measure of how well the independent-particle model describes an atom is the correlation energy. The correlation energy in atoms, strictly the difference between the exact, nonrelativistic energy and the Hartree-Fack energy, can be fairly accurately determined by comparing the energy expectation values of well-converged CI (configuration interaction) and HF (Hartree-Fack) wave functions. Two new ways of classifying ground and low-lying excited states of pseudotwo-electron atoms have suggested some different zero-order approximations to the wave functions.Id One approach uses the hyperspherical coordinate system typically used in the adiabatic appro~imation.3.~ The other uses the electron-nucleus-clectron angle and the electron-nucleus distances in rovibrational functi0ns5,~ as distinct from the functions developed by Hylleraas7q8 which include the interelectron distance explicitly and so correctly describe the cusp region. This paper shows the results of a comparison of the second of these two types of correlated wave functions, the RV functions with the independent-particle model.
The HF method takes into account the mean field of the probability distribution of the charge of the electrons on each electron but does not include the individual interactions between electrons. Thus, the HF method, apart from the effects of particle symmetry, omits the correlation between the electrons present in any atom or molecule involving more than one electron. In this paper, we use newly calculated H F S C F (self-consistent field) wave functions as the independent-particle wave functions. Wave functions developed by Hunter and BerryS in the form of overlap optimized rotor-vibrator (RV) wave functions are used as the extreme of correlated wave functions. Although the CI wave functions are constructed from an independent-particle basis, the completeness of the expansion set allows a formally exact convergence, and tests performed previously6 justify the assump tion that the CI wave functions are well converged. The CI wave functions used are those calculated with Sturmian basis functions by Krause and of these wave functions for several transitions of the alkalineearth atoms. The RV wave functions use the same frozen core pseudopotentials as the CI. In order to compare the degree of validity of the independent-particle and correlated motion approximations, a calculation of HF-SCF functions is presented here, based on the same core potential used for the CI and RV functions mentioned above. The various approximate functions are compared on the basis of the squares of their overlaps with the well-converged CI functions, the oscillator strengths they yield, and the amount of correlation in the wave function as determined by (B12), the expectation value of the interelectronic angle, and the root-mean-square deviation of that angle, (( 8 1 2 )~ -(OI2))1/2. We also include a brief comparison of the different criteria of optimality, particularly of energy and overlap optimization.
Wave Functions
The form of the two-electron CI wave functions6 is where A is the antisymmetrization operator, the radial functions are 4,,/(r) = Nr"-'e(' n > 1 (2) with N being the normalization constant for the radial functions The Sturmian radial basis functions, taken over all n and I, are a complete set without continuum functions. All basis functions for a particular state have the same 4 which is optimized to one decimal place. The optimization is done with respect to minimizing the energy of the state. The HF wave functions used here are two-electron wave functions calculated using the core potential mentioned above. 9 The HF-SCF calculation uses the Sturmian basis functions in the same form as the CI calculations; however, the 4 are each varied individually. The wave functions are unrestricted in the Q 1993 American Chemical Society spin coordinates, and the one-electron orbitals have the form The Journal of Physical Chemistry, Vol. 97, No. 10, 1993 Batka and Berry This approach models the atom like a linear triatomic molecule X-Y-X with its doubly-degenerate bending vibrations, its symmetric and antisymmetric stretches, and its rotations. The RV wave functions are in the form where with u2 specifies the number of quanta in the doubly degenerate bend, p2 is the corresponding normal coordinate, and w2 is the corresponding vibrational frequency. The total angular momentum is represented by J with M being the projection of J on the space-fixed Z axis, k is the vibrational angular momentum about the body-fixed z axis5 with me being the electron mass, re is the equilibrium electron-core distance, and Lnu(x) is the associated Laguerre polynomial in the phase convention of Gradshteyn 85" of 5 X lo4 except for states labeled with *, which are to 5 X l t 3 , and **, which are to 6 X l t 3 ; with energy in hartrees.
stretching quanta in each of the two "bonds" to the electrons. These RV wave functions were calculated by varying four parameters ((T,W2,K,re) so as to maximize the overlaps with the CI wave functions. These wave functions model symmetric and antisymmetric stretches as well as rotations and bending vibrations.
Elsewhere, we will discuss the use of variational, energyoptimized RV wave functions for the two valence electrons of helium and the alkaline earths. This problem is being explored at two levels, the single-determinant approximation or, for open shells, the corresponding RussellSanders eigenfunctions analogous to the HFrepresentation and themultiterm form,interesting for comparison of its rate of convergence with that of a conventional CI expansion. The R V model can be generalized by use of a basis consisting of rotor functions and vibrational functions for 3,4, ..., light particles. However the "equilibrium" geometry must be guessed or inferred from well-converged calculations. Moreover, distortions from regular geometries, e.g., the regular tetrahedron for the ground state of the carbon atom, can be expected, arising from a Jahn-Teller effect in the collective picture or, in the independent-particle picture, from the shell structure.
The H F and RV wave functions correspond to different sets of good quantum numbers. The H F functions, based on electron orbitals of the valence electrons, take the indices of these orbitals as the good quantum numbers. This set of numbers is the set specifying the configuration of an atom: the orbital angular momentum and the energy shell of each electron and the total angular momentum, parity, and spin of the atom. The RV wave functions have as quantum numbers the number of quanta in the collective rotational and vibrational modes, a symmetric stretch, a doubly degenerate bend, and an antisymmetric stretch (VI, ~2 , V 3 ) , as well as the Parity and the spin. These drastically different Sets of quantum numbers help demonstrate the difference between the independent-particle and correlated motion approaches.
Results and Discussion

3.1.
Overlaps. In comparing the HF and RV wave functions to the CI, we seek todiscover which approximation better describes eachground and low-lying excited stateof the pseudo-two-electron atoms. As stated previously, the CI wave functions are well enough converged to be taken here as the exact solutions for the two valence electrons of these atoms in the field of the frozen atomic core. Thus, evaluation of their overlaps with the CI functions should be one quantitative measure of how well each approximate function represents the actual state of the atom. Some generalizations can be made when the squares of the HF-CI overlaps are examined (see Table I ). First, the squared overlaps are very large (greater than 90%) for more than half of the states studied. These large overlaps are not unexpected because the correlation energy is only a small part of the total energy of the electrons.
Second, the HF model portrays the lighter (Be, Mg, Ca) atoms better than it does the heavier atoms (Sr, Ba), probably due to the valence electrons in the lighter atoms having higher kinetic energies, so that the electrons are less influenced by their mutual repulsion. The large HF-CI overlap for all the ground states indicates the large amount of s2 character in these states.
Some generalizations about the CI-RV overlaps can also be a) made using the data from Table I . The RV wave functions have overlaps with CI functions whose squares are greater than 90% in about the same number of states as the HF. The distribution of states with large RV-CI overlaps is more uniform throughout the set of states calculated and the different alkaline-earth atoms than is the case with the HF functions. The ground ISe, the 3P (rotor), and the 3Se (antisymmetric stretching) states all have high overlaps for all the atoms studied, indicating that all three of these states are well represented by the RV approximation.
HF and RV wave functions have large overlaps with about equal numbers of the CI wave functions. The HF model, however, has larger overlaps with the CI for many states of the lighter atoms (Be, Mg, Ca) than does the RV. As one goes down the periodic chart, the electron interaction is expected to increase due to the electrons having smaller average momenta and, consequently, greater electron4ectron scattering, which in turn would enhance the correlation and make the atom appear more molecule-like. The RV wave functions have larger overlaps with the CI functions than do the HF functions for all of the ground states except that of He, the He ground state being a rather good example of independent-particle behavior. This is in spite of the fact that the ground ISe states have the largest momenta for the electrons of all the states of each atom. Certain states are not well approximated by either model, notably Mg 3s3d IDe and Sr 5s6s ISe. Many of the atomic states are well described by both (1 9 different states, in the sense that the overlap squared is greater than 0.9). None of the IDe states have very high overlaps for either the HF or the RV calculations, indicating neither extreme model describes these states adequately.
The states and representations of ,concern here can be visualized by using electron conditional probability density graphsI"16 where I\k(rl =constant $1 = O , C $~= O ,~~, O~~) (~ is calculated and graphed as a function of the two coordinates r2 and 012. The RV conditional electron probability density plots are slightly more peaked than the CI electron density graphs for the ground states (see Figure  l) , whereas the HF ground states of course show no electron correlation whatsoever; we know, however, that electron correlation is important even in the ground states. We found that the visual resemblance of such density graphs is not necessarily a good indication of how great an overlap will be. For example, from the appearance of Figure 1 , Be 2s3s ISe, one would expect the RV-CI overlap to be much larger than the HF-CI overlap. However, in this case, HF-CI overlap is actually greater than the RV-CI overlap.
In order to demonstrate how little the overlap and how much the angular correction can be affected by correlation, consider a CI calculation of the Be ground state which is limited to one s-and one ptype basis function, both with the same radial functions. In this wave function, the amount of s and p character of the state is determined by the squares of the coefficients C, and C,,. Since the radial functions are the same, the sum in eq 1 is over the angular momenta 0 and 1. We set n = 2 and 5: has a p component of about 2%. With this function, at fixed r2, the maximum and minimum amplitudes of the square of the electron density differ by about 2 1.696, and this difference increases to about 41.5% when the p component is approximately 10% of the wave function (see Figure 2) . Thus, a small admixture of a second configuration can drastically alter the amount of electron correlation represented by the wave function and yet will not change the overlap very much.
3.2.
Oscillator Strengths. Calculation of the oscillator strengths from these wave functions allows an observable comparison of the validity of these zeroth-order models. While it has been long recognized that HF functions often give poor approximations for oscillator strengths, it is nevertheless useful to compare the HF-based values with oscillator strengths based on RV functions. The issue here is finding which simple model is the better starting point for both intuitive and quantitative descriptions of two-electron systems. Hence, the interesting point is finding which or whether one of the two models comes consistently closer to the accurate but complex picture.
The oscillator strengths were calculated from the dipole length expression, with the subscript i representing the initial state and f the final state. The values computed with RV wave functions tend to agree more closely with the experimental and CI values of the oscillator strengths than do those based on the HF functions (see Figure 3 and Table 11 ). The CI values for oscillator strengths differ from the experimental values because, even though they are well converged, the CI values are derived from a frozen core approximation. Also the experimentally measured oscillator strengths, particularly for transitions between excited states, should not necessarily be taken as the final word since they are diffcult to measure. The agreement of the RV oscillator strengths is better with the CI values than with the experimental values, as might be expected because the RV wave functions were calculated to maximize the RV-CI overlap. In all the atoms we studied, the H F oscillator strengths, however, describe the 3p0 - the corresponding RV-CI overlaps, the RV oscillator strength for this transition is slightly more accurate. The RV wave functions are, overall, more reliable predictors of the oscillator strengths of these pseudo-two-electron atoms, suggesting that electronic transitions involving outershell electrons might well be more accurately approximated by rovibrational transitions rather than the classical electron orbital transitions.
3.3. Angular Distributions: Merrnsaad Deviations. Onedirect measure of the amount of electron correlation for some atomic states is the interelectronic angle. This is not a good measure for all states because ( & 2 ) can be equal to 90° for the case of no correlation as well as for correlated examples in which ( 4 2 ) has an average value of about 90°, e.g., some bending states in the rovibrational labeling; for example, see the 2p2 3pC state of Be in Figure 1 . Therefore, the deviation At9,2rms is a better measure of electron correlation. The deviation givw as a quantitative number the sharpness of the electron density peak or how well the average values reflect the shape of the total electron probability density. Used in conjunction with the electron density graphs, thedeviation provides considerable insight into the amount of electron correlation present, particularly angular correlation. In these states, neither model gives a very good approximation of the CI functions; however, the HF does follow the general trends of the CI deviations. In the 3 P state, both the RV and the H F wave functions closely model the angular deviation of the CI wave functions. In all the other states of all the atoms except Ba, the RV deviations tend to follow the trends of the CI deviations. The Ba atom is not well approximated by the RV wave functions as mentioned by Hunter and Berry.s The deviations of the states of Ba are not well approximated by either the HF or the RV wave functions. Overall, the mean angular deviations demonstrate that the RV functions more accurately model the angular correlation of the accurate functions than do the HF functions and that these simple models are not adequate for the most complex systems.
Criteria of Optimization.
In this paper, we have compared energy-optimized H F functions with overlap-optimized RV functions. In order to compare these wave functions on an equal basis, we are now determining energy-optimized RV functions, but this is a nontrivial calculation whose results we will present later. Here we discuss the differences among wave functions optimized according to different criteria. Overlapoptimized HF functions were calculated for three states: Be 292 ISC ground, Sr 5s6s ISc excited, and Sr 5s5p 'PO. An upper bound to the HF-CI overlap is found by taking the overlap of the CI function with a single configuration from that CI function where I I and l2 of the configuration correspond to the independent-particle label of the state being studied. The two states of Sr were chosen because the differences between this upper bound and the overlap of the energy-optimized wave function were relatively large. The Be ground state should be representative of the majority of cases, for which the difference in the upper bound of the HF-CI overlap and the overlap of the energy-optimized HF and CI functions is small. In general, the minimum-energy HF function is not the function that maximizes the overlap and vice versa; however, for the Beground state, these twodifferently optimized wave functions are very close, in both energy and overlap with the CI function. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a comparison of the independent-particle and collective, molecule-like models of the pseudo-two-electron atoms has been made based on rotor-vibrator and independent-particle wave functions, each calculated at the same level of approximation. A comparison of the overlaps of these models with CI wave functions shows that the zero-order approximate wave functions shells of these atoms and states is better approximated by the RV are comparable with respect to the overlap with the CI wave than the HF wave functions. The molecular model seems to functions. Based on a comparison of oscillator strengths, the RV provide a better first approximation to the valence electron wave functions are found to be better predictors than the HF structureof pseudo-two-electron atoms thandoes theindependentwave functions, in the majority of cases. The effect of small particle model when using overlaps and oscillator strengths as amounts of configuration mixing on the electron density and the criteria. There are other tests, e.g., comparison of other results of the oscillator strength calculations indicate that the observables such as quadrupole momentst7 and comparisons of overlap is not by itself a good measure of the validity of an the speeds of convergence of CI expansions and expansions in approximate wave function. The root-mean-square deviations basis sets of RV functions. At present, one cannot say definitively of theinterelectronic angle show how thecorrelation in thevalence that one representation is universally better than the other.
